Trailerboat Trial

TWIN
PEEKS
Sam Mossman gets to play with
McLay’s new top-of-the-line
hardtop – the 701 Premier.
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ith the current hardtop range still selling well,
it is a statement of confidence for well-known
alloy boat manufacturer McLay Boats to develop
its new Premier series. There were a number of
motivations for this move, as company head
Steve McLay explained: “We wanted to modernise the look and
lines of our boats, and the new Premier range is the beginning
of this. Our intention is to carry this remodelling on through our
range over time. We wanted a fish-and-dive oriented boat – but
one that was still suited to over-nighting if required – and to
introduce improved cosmetics including full internal lining and
paint to produce a really up-market hardtop.”
Another feature of the Premier range is that these boats are
only available in a twin-outboard configuration. The striking
metallic glacier-blue McLay 701 Premier (along with a larger
801 model) that debuted at the recent Auckland Hutchwilco
Boat Show was the first production model off the line at the
company’s plant near Milton, south of Dunedin. It was fitted
with twin Mercury 115hp CT Four Stroke outboards. I asked Steve
McLay about the reasons for going with twin outboards.
“Part of it is the safety aspect; the hull will plane OK on one
outboard [in fact it will do 50kph] in the unlikely event that you
have a problem with one engine. This boat is also fitted with
a triple battery system – one for each outboard and a house
battery, which can be linked or isolated – in a well-protected
position in the transom wall. This provides a fail-safe electrical
system, and also reflects the increasing number of electrical

The twin Mercury outboards offer
an extra safety margin.

‘ This boat is fitted with a triple
battery system – one for each
outboard and a house battery,
which can be linked or isolated.’
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Clockwise from left: A well laid-out helm position includes a bolstered seat on a Softrider base. A fold-down boarding ladder is built into the bow rails. The
drained space under the hinged top of the bait station provides handy stowage.

draws in modern boats – wash-down pumps, anchor winches, radios,
sound system, multi-function instrumentation and so on. There
are also separate fuel pick-ups for each outboard from the 225-litre
under-floor tank. Hopefully this setup will always get you home.”
Steve McLay says there is not much economic difference between
the twin rig and a single larger engine, especially if a smaller
auxiliary trolling engine needs to be added for trout trolling. Lake
trolling using just one of the main engines will reduce fuel use and
get you down to a suitable speed for trout.
The basis for the 701 was the previous 681 hull. The usual 5mm
bottom, 4mm sides and topsides have been retained, but ‘gullwings’
on the chines have been made wider to further increase stability and
performance, and the hull is 100mm wider at the transom, boosting
cockpit space. Maximum beam is 2.35m and the deadrise is 18
degrees. The sealed Tread Plate deck provides sufficient reserve
buoyancy to keep the hull afloat, even if swamped.
The boarding platforms now extend past the engine pods,
increasing overall length (to 7.050m) and cockpit space. Gently
rising sheer lines towards the bow and more rounded edges on the
cabin give an up-to-the-minute look, as well as allowing a roomier
wheelhouse. The addition of a polycarbonate inset into the forward
hatch allows a lot more light into the fore-cabin.
The level of finish is exceptional on this boat, with full internal
lining and painted sides, wheelhouse, bulkheads and dash, and
the cockpit and transom area is finished in Nyalic. Much of the
rubberised trim on the gunwale tops, footrests and other spots is
double-layered and incised for an attractive cameo effect, as befits a
‘Premier’ model.
McLay has fitted a stainless Australian-made electric horizontal
drum anchor winch into the bow. Future boats will have the option
of Savwinch 1000W or 1500W models. Steve particularly likes
these winches as they have a patented high-speed drop that is
near free-fall, assisting with precision anchoring to get you right

on your fishing spot. Because of the drum configuration, a lot of
frictional surface on the warp is not necessary, allowing the use of
finer diameter warp – up to 200m of it – with the added bonus of
the drum keeping the chain off the alloy sides in the engine well
(avoiding any potential corrosion caused by dissimilar metal contact)
and the potential for tangling if the warp and chain are bounced
around in rough conditions.
A secondary deck roller feed helps control the warp while being
retrieved, and further fore-deck furniture includes a fold-down
ladder incorporated into the bow rails (handy for picking up or
disembarking passengers on steep-to beaches) and a bollard.

On the water
The 701 Premier, after its modelling stint at the Boat Show, was delivered to Auckland McLay agents Fish City, so I took the opportunity to
take it for a run and a bit of fishing, along with Sales Manager Rob
Gale and his offsider Steve Davis.
Carried on a tandem-axle Toko Trailer with leaf-spring suspension
alloy frame and the usual fittings, this trailer has a tow-weight of
about 2400kg.
During a half-day weather-window, we launched at Gulf Harbour,
north of Auckland, and headed for Tiritiri, where the wind, tide and
current conditions were throwing up a wide variety of seas ranging
from flat to over half a metre of chop.
The twin 115 Mercury engines have a choice of synchronised or
individual trim. With these options, along with Lectrotab trim tabs,
the number of permutations for trimming the boat is many, and took
a short time to come to grips with the best combinations for various
conditions. The boat is a soft rider, and the engines so quiet that in
the wheel house, even with the door open, it was hard to tell if they
were running or not at idle.
The rig has plenty of boogie and will approach 38 knots (70kph) at
full noise. The engines (one counter-rotating) were wearing 17-inch-

‘the engines so quiet that in the wheel house, even with the door
open, it was hard to tell if they were running or not, at idle.’
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ABOVE: New styling on the Premier 701 includes rising sheerline and rounded cabin.
BELOW LEFT: The bi-fold glass door on the wheelhouse is lockable. A fold-down bench seat discloses the transom wall locker where the batteries are fitted.
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Rob Gale, boat sales
manager of McLay agent Fish
City, with a nice little pannie
caught from the 701.

pitch props and they were over-revving slightly when wide open,
but by the time a full complement of gear and fuel is added they
should hopefully be spot on. A power alternative is twin 90hp
outboards, which are a bit cheaper and provide a perfectly
adequate level of performance.
As the increasing levels of wind over the morning pushed up a
scruffier sea, a comfortable cruising speed of around 20 knots was
achieved at 3800rpm. Hydraulic steering made helming the twins
as easy as a single outboard, and while fly-by-wire controls are
not available with the Merc 115s, the cable throttle-shift was also
nice to use.

Cabin and cockpit comforts
The wheelhouse is extended 150mm, compared to McLay’s cruiser
models, to allow room for the Bolster seats. Removable footrests in
the wheelhouse can be replaced by berth extensions so adults can
sleep full-length in the fully-lined fore-cabin. An electric flush toilet
is housed under the central berth and a privacy curtain fitted. There
is stowage space under the side berths, and large side shelves supplement this, also doubling as back rests.
In the wheelhouse, the helm seats are two comfortable, fullyupholstered bucket types with roll-back bolsters that allow more
space if travelling while standing. These are mounted on Softrider
pedestals that fit through storage units, with further stowage shelves
situated to the side of the seats. A large dash features passenger
grab rail and dual glove box. The helm console features the usual
switching, USB connection and standard charging port, as well as a
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Lowrance HDS12 multitask unit, with Smartcraft gauges in a raised
cowling and hydraulic steering. A GME VHF and Fusion sound system
are mounted overhead.
The ‘screens are curved, toughened glass with side and rear
sliding windows and a lockable bi-fold door from the same material.
Wipers are fitted.
There is no shortage of lighting aboard this boat, including the
fore-cabin, wheelhouse, a cockpit flood, sides and under-gunwale
lights, and underwater baitfish lights.
No space is lost in the cockpit as the twin engines don’t need as
much room to trim up as a larger single engine, so the transom wall
is moved a similar distance towards the engines.
The sealed Tread Plate deck drains to a sump under the transom,
fitted with a 2200gph bilge pump. Footing is further aided by nonslip matting. Bench seats, with back rests and internal stowage, are
set against the cabin bulkhead in a protected position under the
hardtop. Further cockpit seating is built into the transom wall, where
a drop-down bench discloses the hatches that give access to the
transom locker, which protects the batteries and isolation switching.

Fishing fit-out
With the emphasis on fishing, the large cockpit offers plenty of
working space, toe room under the side shelving (two levels) and
transom, and top-of-the-thigh support on the gunwales for anglers
fighting fish. In addition, the test boat was well kitted out with
fishing extras, including: a pair of outriggers; an eight-position
rocket launcher on the hardtop; a deck-wash hose; and four

The large cockpit offers two levels of side shelving with toe room underneath.

‘the boat proved to be a pleasure to
fish from, and with the three of us
performing the ‘soft-bait shuffle’ in the
cockpit without any tangles or crowding’
through-gunwale rod holders fitted along
the sides, with a further four on the rear of
the transom-mounted bait station. This last
item had some good design ideas, including
drained internal bait-stowage space under a
tilt-back top.
A plumbed live-bait tank with viewing
window was built into the transom stepthrough, which gives access to the boarding
platforms and fold-down dive ladder with
grab-rails. Stowage of the catch can be taken
care of with a removable after-market icebox.
Rob, Steve and I had thrown in a soft-bait rod
each, but with our weather-window closing
steadily and firmly, we only had time for one
drift after the photos and ‘work’ had been done.
The boat proved to be a pleasure to fish
from, and with the three of us performing the
‘soft-bait shuffle’ in the cockpit without any
tangles or crowding, half-a-dozen or so
chunky pannie snapper were scored before it
was time to go.
Overall, McLay Boats has achieved its aim
of creating a fishing-oriented, but overnight
capable, top-of-the-line hardtop. Welldesigned, robustly built and extremely well
finished, this is a boat to be proud of.
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Specifications
Material:

aluminium

Configuration:

closed hardtop

LOA:

7.05m

Beam:

2.35m

Bottom:

5mm

Sides:

4mm

Topsides:

4mm

Deadrise:

18 deg

Minimum HP:

90hp x2

Test engines:

Mercury 115CT
4-stroke x2

Props:

17” pitch

Fuel:

225 litres

Trailer:

Toko Trailers 		
tandem

Tow weight:

2400kg

Base rig:

$140,855
(2x Merc 90EFI)

As tested:

$154,995

WHEN YOU’RE

IN
DEEP
CALL MARINER
Yeah, probably not your best day out on the
water. Not to worry; we’re all mad keen
boaties here at Mariner Marine Insurance
and we’ve seen it before.
We know exactly how to float your boat.

0800 466 467

Test boat courtesy of
Fish City, Albany.

INSURANCE FOR BOATIES
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